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Abstarct: The article covers the linguistic and cultural significance of riddles, the approaches of the usage 

of proverbs, sayings and idioms, using proverbs relying at the scenario, using interrogative varieties of 

riddles in speech, the function of folks artwork within side the linguistic panorama of the arena. The article 

explores the variations among riddles and proverbs, presenting a enough foundation for readers to study 

the linguistic and cultural factors of riddles.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Culture is the thoughts and ideas fashioned in 

positive social, political, financial conditions, 

perceived in reference to the unique functions of 

the country wide mentality. Such imaginations 

shape a linguistic panorama of the arena that 

displays the connection of cognizance with 

reality. The photo of the arena withinside the 

shape of linguistic symbols, approaches of 

perceiving reality, that are constant withinside the 

language, is manifested as a linguistic panorama 

of the universe. The linguistic panorama of the 

arena is the linguistic cognizance manifested 

withinside the varieties of speech interest. Culture 

is obtained with the aid of using the concern 

withinside the procedure of socialization 

prepared withinside the systems of cognizance 

thru linguistic symbols.  

The phrase is a service of social 

experience, and its which means can extrade. The 

which means of a phrase can extrade below the 

have an impact on of extralinguistic reasons, it 

may be stuffed and enriched with the aid of using 

newly accrued social experience. In the procedure 

of conversation among phrases, new connections 

and relationships may be fashioned, which ends 

up in modifications of each syntagmatic and 

paradigmatic nature. –  

 

Literature review 

How are puzzles created?  

How do the numerous topics examine to 

the actual ironic international?  

It seems that once speaking approximately 

family items, pets, birds, fish, plants, and on 

occasion human beings are blanketed as irony. 

 For example: ―Not a person with a beard, 

now no longer an ox with horns. Not a chook with 

feathers labored the bark, however does now no 

longer weave shoes‖ (Goat)  

―The blue cup has no brim‖ (Sky) 

 ―One mom, 1000 children‖ (Sky, stars) 

―One father, one mom How many hundred 

thousand children‖ (Sun, moon, star). 

 The eyes are likened to numerous items 

withinside the riddle.  

Two buddies, as neighbors: 

 Two neighbors, buddies stand aspect with 

the aid of using aspect. 

 When they cry, they snicker together. 

 According to the paintings movement: 

"He walks brazenly for the duration of the day, he 

walks with a crack at night." With the 

constellation of stars: ―A pair of stars shines 

withinside the daytime. At night, the curtain 

speedy closes at the past due night.[1]  

Question riddles are any other sort of 

Uzbek peoples riddles. In such riddles, 
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comparable symptoms and symptoms of the item 

aren't as compared with every different, however 

positive questions and unique responsibilities are 

placed earlier than the finder. In metaphorical 

riddles, the solution is composed best of the call 

of the hidden item, in such riddles the solution is 

widely interpreted. For example, the solution to 

the riddle "There aren't anyt any 4 matters 

withinside the international" is this[2]: 

There isn't anyt any pillar of heaven,  

The pool has no cover,  

The blanket has no skirt.  

The prepare dinner dinner does now no 

longer have a scabbard.  

There also are very complicated 

variations of interrogative (question) riddles.  

For example: "Is it some thing, a 

hawthorn withinside the air?" Is it some thing that 

took the earth's water?  

Is he some thing with a mouth on his 

back?  

Is there some thing in among? Is it some 

thing that has a soul withinside the water? – 

In order to explicit the rhythm of the 

paintings being done, on occasion unique phrases 

are invented that imitate the corresponding photo: 

―Tap - ball, tap - ball (threshing grain). Riddles 

are wealthy withinside the repetition of the 

identical consonants or sound combos as a 

stylistic technique. For example: "He goes - he 

goes, He lies at the floor like a mat." ‖ (Cow) ‖ 

Quadruped, Iron Hoof (Horse)[3]. 

All the functions of folks poetry 

belonging to small genres of folks artwork, 

inclusive of proverbs, matals, kochirims, are 

function of riddles. And this substantially allows 

proverbs and proverbs to come to be riddles: "A 

woodcutter withinside the city, a chunk of 

wooden flies to us" (letters, messages).  

Riddles on occasion use fairy-story 

imagery: ―The wolf wrestler is coming‖.-  

Based at the above, we will draw the 

subsequent conclusions: - Riddle - a style wherein 

matters and occasions are re-defined figuratively, 

with the aid of using evaluating a number of their 

comparable factors. 

 - In the riddles, the preceding 

connections with the name of the game speech 

have been preserved withinside the shape of 

remnants.  

- Riddles have been basically training for 

adults. From them, younger human beings were 

given familiar with the skillful machine of 

figurative meanings and conditional designations 

followed in mystery speech.  

- Riddles take a look at memory, 

understanding, intelligence. At the identical time, 

a creative influence of unusualness is created in 

ordinary lifestyles. 

Proverbs and proverbs vary from 

phraseological devices and folks expressions.  

They are structurally and grammatically 

exceptional from phraseological devices and 

constitute a entire sentence.  

Their universal semantic content material 

is primarily based totally on judgments as 

opposed to ideas. So, proverbs and proverbs can 

not be vendors of lexical which means inherent in 

phraseological devices; their which means is 

expressed best with the aid of using a sentence 

(regularly expanded), and the which means of a 

phraseological unit is expressed with the aid of 

using a phrase or phrase.  

Due to the intonation of the message and 

the class of predicativeness, proverbs and 

proverbs are prominent with the aid of using their 

relevance to reality. 

 

Research methodology 

The peculiarity of proverbs is they hold stages - 

direct and figurative which means.  

Thus, the proverb can not be damaged 

literally, however may be used figuratively.  

Proverbs include proverbs and phrases 

which are utilized in an instantaneous and 

figurative feel in step with their twin nature, and 

the unbiased lexical which means is simply 

described. In linguistics, proverbs and sayings are 

dealt with differently. Most regularly, a proverb 

is known as a practical figurative (regularly 

educational) which means that expresses the 

maximum numerous phenomena of lifestyles and 

has the shape of a entire sentence (easy or 

complicated).  

The proverb expresses a entire 

judgment[4]. A proverb is a brief figurative text, 

characterised with the aid of using the 
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incompleteness of the conclusion[5]. O. 

Shirokova's factor of view is the maximum 

fruitful: Proverbs intended a solid peoples 

pronouncing with a figurative which means, and 

matals intended peoples proverbs[6]. Snegirev 

and A.A. Potebnya separated figurative proverbs 

from their literary coloring. 

 In this regard, A.A. Potebnya wrote: 

"If withinside the generalization there's no hint of 

its beginning from the photo, we get a exceptional 

form of proverb, that is, a crude sentence with a 

ethical content material"[7]. By proverbs we 

suggest brief peoples sayings which have an 

instantaneous and figurative which means or best 

a figurative which means, forming a 

grammatically entire sentence. So the proverb: 

literal and allegorical. 

 

Analysis and results 

Proverbs and proverbs vary in exceptional stages 

of semantic motivation.  

From this factor of view, the 3 maximum 

simply described sorts may be prominent. 

 The first kind consists of proverbs which 

are not used literally. Related proverbs are near 

phraseological devices: A crow does now no 

longer percent at a crow's eye; the blind discover 

the blind withinside the dark. 

 The second type includes proverbs that 

differ in a double plan - literal and allegorical: 

You reap what you sow; Feeds the rich; the 

bowed head cannot be cut by the sword. 

The third kind includes expressions 

which are used best in an instantaneous feel: Do 

now no longer depart trendy paintings for 

tomorrow; higher past due than never; an antique 

pal is higher than new buddies.  

Most of the proverbs occupy an 

intermediate role among the separated categories.  

As proverbs are used figuratively, it's 

miles important to provide an explanation for 

them. In a few cases, the structural specificity of 

proverbs and sayings is taken under consideration 

withinside the interpretation. Since proverbs and 

proverbs display their content material best in 

stay speech, withinside the context, further to the 

logical description of the content material, their 

contextual and situational functions are regularly 

required.  

There are situational and contextual 

proverbs. 

 a) Statements approximately the actual 

scenario have a unique place: Mountain does now 

no longer meet mountain, however guy meets 

guy; The canine barks. The which means of such 

expressions is clean, however it isn't always 

continually clean in what context they're utilized 

in speech. Such statements are followed with the 

aid of using situational characteristics.  

b) In addition to proverbs of actual 

situations, in strictly described situations, many 

expressions are used that mirror judgments of a 

positive nature. Such sentences require revealing 

their semantic content material and situational 

functions. For example: He went to the water and 

did now no longer water; A pitcher breaks each 

day; A caravan is a volatile business. 

 c) Contextual proverbs and proverbs are 

described in a unique manner. These terms do 

now no longer comprise vast lifestyles 

generalizations and are regularly a stereotyped 

solution to the interlocutor's question. Such 

expressions consist of the identical phrases 

delivered from the preceding sentence: The 

backside of exertions is pleasure. 

 Phraseology is a unique linguistic shape 

of information consolidation: in a small volume, 

phrasing compresses cloth and non secular 

experience, F.N. According to Buslaev, "each the 

ethical regulation and not unusualplace feel are 

expressed in a brief proverb bequeathed with the 

aid of using ancestors to manual their 

descendants"[8].  

In the synchronicity of phraseologism, 

there are continually factors of diachrony, factors 

of semiology that mirror the intellectual 

panorama of the arena of different times. The 

look at of complicated expressions from the 

factor of view of cultural research is a manner of 

penetrating the intellectual area of beyond 

generations and an possibility to open a brand 

new semiology because of the extrade of 

cognizance and the development of the strategies 

of conveying thoughts. 

 Paremies are many of the ethno-

psychologically decided method of language: 

their semantics is primarily based totally on 
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country wide-cultural functions of cloth 

subculture and cognizance. 

 Being "cultural" facts, positive 

expressions input cultural discourses with 

stereotypes, metaphors, etiquette formulas, etc.  

In the textbook of Linguistics V.A. 

Maslova defines the scope of responsibilities of a 

linguo-culturologist who analyzes phraseological 

devices: to decide the values of country wide 

subculture in a phraseological unit with the aid of 

using being attentive to its inner shape, to expose 

its cultural-country wide content material[9].  

The psychosemantic element of the look 

at of phraseological devices is associated with the 

reflective systems of cognizance, the identity of 

character semantic variations, self-recognition 

and interpersonal perception. The look at of 

phraseological devices "withinside the mode of 

actual use", being attentive to the modeling of 

speech interest with the assist of those devices, 

and figuring out subjective semantic gaps must 

additionally come to be the concern of 

linguoculturalism orientated to multiculturalism. 

Ideas approximately the arena, fee orientations 

are orientated withinside the semantic 

interpretation of phraseological devices 

belonging to exceptional cultures. For a hit joint 

interest (consisting of speech), those variations 

ought to be "minimized." 

 "Phraseological devices", - V.N. 

According to Telia: - those are microtexts, that 

are all forms of records associated with the 

situational nature of these indicated at the 

nominative foundation, function to mirror the 

scenario withinside the text, however offered in a 

"ready-to-use" shape[6].  

In fact, constant terms which are repeated 

in totality are stereotyped withinside the minds of 

local audio system and might consequently be 

related to cognitive frames.  

The scientific method is characterized by 

the presence of a logical means of expression, the 

organization of connections between the 

components of the judgment, the author's desire 

to present the main essence of the presentation, 

and the desire to present the presentation 

accurately and concisely.[11] 

It is vital for us to emphasise that 

phraseological devices mirror the varieties of the 

cultural-ancient life of the state and feature a 

country wide character. That is why, first of all, 

scientists join the hassle of linguocultural 

relativity with phraseologisms: it ends in the 

semantic equivalence of ideas withinside the 

worldview of representatives of various cultures 

and the inconsistency (or entire incompatibility) 

of the semantic volume. This is showed with the 

aid of using the richest international translation 

practice. 

 

Conclusion/ Recommendation 

In conclusion, we will provide an explanation for 

that language is a method of conversation and 

records. Lingvoculturology can not forget about 

the which means of the modifications going on 

withinside the language, due to the fact they have 

an effect on the systems of cognizance, make 

contributions to the improvement of cultural 

relations. Culture exists and develops withinside 

the oral area of language. This area is changing - 

the subculture is changing. For this reason, 

interest is paid to the proverbs of the Uzbek 

language. The evaluation of those devices made 

it viable to expose some of vital functions of 

language as a cultural phenomenon. In addition, 

it may be concluded that it's miles important to 

look at the photograph of the ordinary 

international of cognizance of private area, due to 

the fact "individuality is the concern of lifestyles 

inside a positive subculture"[10].  

All the functions of folks poetry 

belonging to small genres of folks artwork, 

inclusive of proverbs, matals, kochirims, are 

function of riddles. Traditionality in riddles is 

expressed with the aid of using the presence in 

them of a solid machine of similes and 

comparisons.  

To summarize briefly, riddles mirror a 

better stage of information of the universe. In 

them, the universe is embodied in improvement, 

applications, and colourful relationships. 
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